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The most epic fantasy story ever told, born in a myth, and set in an age when the world was filled with wondrous creatures and untold happiness. • Rise, Tarnished, and be guided by grace to become the ultimate fantasy warrior in order to fulfill your destiny. • Enter an epic fantasy drama. • Experience a vast world filled with wonderful adventures. •
Experience a new fantasy where you can customize your own fantasy character. • Compete with players from all over the world in a vast world in the online arena. • A new online game that closely connect you with other players while allowing different play styles with the same world. Elite Design A New Fantasy Action RPG A vast world with a vast variety of
design ensures that there are countless things to discover and master. In addition to battles against monsters, you will also battle yourself to obtain the title of the ultimate fantasy warrior. In the Worlds Between, your true destiny awaits. Impenetrable Castle The most exclusive setting with an unbeatable pace that has never been experienced in a JRPG.
Complexified dungeons and surroundings are stacked within one castle. The immersive world that is rich in exciting content is what makes JRPGs as popular today as they have been for the past 30 years. The risk and the reward will be yours, if you dare to enter the castle. Amazing Monsters It is time to make the fantasy world come alive! While living in a
fantasy world, you will discover unique and magnificent monsters living in the forsaken lands of the world. The adventure never ends with new and overwhelming encounters. There are so many diverse monsters that it is difficult to make a guess as to how they will surprise you. A Variety of Scenarios With multiple endings, you can experience a completely
different experience in the same game. In addition to the main scenario, you can expect an exciting story that you can enjoy with your friends after the main scenario ends. A Risk and Reward Although the world and characters are carefully designed, the essence of RPG is risk and reward. You will fight powerful enemies and your life will be in danger, but
you will receive rewards from the battle. Will you be the one to stand out in the fantasy world? ● Available on PC/PlayStation®4, Nintendo Switch™, Android™ and iOS! A Game About Fun

Elden Ring Features Key:
Action RPG that's designed to be easy to new users, but with deep gameplay!
A life or death gameplay Experience
Five classes with different Power and Features
Actual 3D representations of foreign environments
Various characters appear to offer a multilayered story that's told in fragments, and players can freely connect
Easy to learn, hard to master RPG that's easy to enjoy
Two worlds: a World of Fantasy where your class is influenced by your character's appearance, and a World of Mist where there is no class or equipment, so you can freely combine your party's strengths
Various monsters, enemies and other characters appear to serve as a means of challenging players
Accessory appeared to fulfill a dark fate, such as cursed weapons and costumes
Automatically record a series of events when you log in, so that your experiences can be shared with others
Customize and decorate NPCs, so that your character will gradually change
Open Development and Your Opinion Needed!

Elden Ring is currently in Development in 4 directions.

Improvement Version
The presence of Servants/Beds
Data Collection of the Adventurer and the Tournament
World of Fantasy: for those who have played and enjoy the game.

Key Features of Elden Ring will be following:

Highly Customizable Role Play. Among the basic six classes, with a variety of weapons and armour, or with summon abilities, you will be able to configure your own play style.
NPC development. Interact with, and even develop into certain characters, and strengthen their links with the player.
Adventurer World and the World of Fantasy. A multilayered story that's told in fragments. Or, for those who have already played Elden Ring, you can enjoy the World of Fantasy 
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GAME SCREENSHOTS DEVELOPER New Fantasy RPG is being developed by MAGES. Content on this page comes directly from press releases and fact sheets provided by publishers and developers and was not written by the Game Revolution staff. both local and international and knowing that I was playing for a national team, I felt that my performance was
to be expected. So when I was with the Mexican National team and I made some appearances, that gave me a bit of confidence that I could play at that level. Most kids who are playing soccer at a young age, they are not even 15 years old, are much older and older than I am. I am only 12 years old. So that might make me faster, but I also have a lot of
mental problems right now that I haven't had to deal with. I'm still learning to be a player, because players are more experienced. I'm currently training with the Mexican National team, as I've mentioned before. There have been times when I've been out with the Mexican National team, but I have not played in any big games or anything. I still learn a lot
from the older players and from my teammates in the Mexican National team. I feel like I'm not the best striker, I'm not the best dribbler, I'm not the best stayer, but I have good mobility and I make some amazing passes. If I can make those passes and keep the ball in the air, the goal will open up for me. Because I think the deeper pass, that's what my
game is like. I think that's what makes me different from other young players that play for a national team. You have the average 12-year-old player who doesn't know what the first thing is about how to play in a different role in a particular game. So sometimes it's really hard for them to adapt, because it's different that way of playing than when they play
for their own team. My mom says that I'm the kind of person that never stops. At school, I have an easier time because I just put my mind to it. I'm really really determined to make it, but I have a lot of problems with my brain, so sometimes that is a bff6bb2d33
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Battle Strategy Player 1 * Equip Sword and Shield. * Attacks are performed by pressing the X button. * The character’s movement speed is increased when double tapping the d-pad. * Combining skill spells with Stance Dancing. Player 2 * Uses a ranged weapon and attacks enemies with the mouse. * Takes advantage of the crosshair to hone in on enemies.
Player 3 * Equips and uses magic weapons. * Uses the mouse to cast magic and attacks with the mouse. * In combination with the character's skill, magic will be cast automatically at a specific distance. * While holding the mouse button down, press the left mouse button to change the magic type of the currently equipped weapon. After rotating the camera,
pressing the A button switches the character's weapon to a spear or bow. Legendary Ability Rise One day, an old man, a madman, appeared. He was an extraordinary man, a man from the past. He is known as the "Lords of Evil." A pair of eyes like black holes that sent a chill up your spine. He is a mysterious man who awakens a force that is eternal. The
specter of midnight, the phantom of times past. Shadows. He used that power to invade and terrorize the Lands Between. He is the most powerful of all human specters. He is known as the "Lords of Evil." Tarnished Tarnished was awakened in a most unfortunate way. His mother, a woman who came to the Elden Ring seeking power, was killed by one of the
Lords of Evil. His grandmother, the woman who raised him, was kidnapped and used as a hostage. She died, and was killed while begging him to save her. She was forcefully imprisoned, and died there. Tarnished's mother and grandmother were killed, and his future has been cast into darkness. He now exists in an endless despair and feels no remorse for
what he has done. He is the most terrifying specter known to exist. He is the "Lords of Evil." The "Goods of Evil" This is the power that you will obtain by defeating the Lords of Evil, the companions in the Lands Between. Now, you will also battle their Lords. It is now time to fulfill your destiny. Contents Chapter 1 Chapter 2

What's new:

CAST is the highest fantasy-action RPG available on the iOS platform for a single player. Discover its breathtaking simplicity and beautiful graphics in this standard edition with 2 months of additional content, a beautiful
6-person multiplayer, and an in-game help button! • Play the Game and It’ll Guide You No pressure, this game is designed to be simple. Once you begin the game, you’ll find simple controls, a variety of characters and
scenarios, and a rich world to explore. • Jump into Battle Whenever Normally, battles start when you defeat enemies. With the “Over Power” Battle option, you can attack by pressing the START button without gaining levels. •
Explore a Magical World The game contains many quests such as “Go Save a Wearing Princess” and “Save the Djinn” that can only be handled with the help of God. Furthermore, a variety of dungeons and events allow you to
learn new skills and defeat powerful enemies.

THERE are a plethora of quests to discover that can make one quest-master over the other. However, there are some spells you learn as you progress that are useful in combat. For example, it is possible to use the “Cover”
spell to protect yourself while you use the “Dazzling Strike” spell to deal a powerful attack. 

■ Battle Brothers (a fantasy-action RPG on mobile phones) ■ The ART OF CARNAGE In the world of Lodran, the town of Cadarn is a place where merchants and bandits coexist. *War, Death, and Anger—Tales of an armed
merchant town. Safecracking, blue shields, and a black-dyed longsword… A life of a bandit and his companions. 

We hope you enjoy the game! 

If you like CARNAGE, please consider adding BATTLE BROTHERS to your App list. If you have not yet played BATTLE BROTHERS, you can download it here: >On behalf of the studio, 

Watase (Producer) 

* Development Service: sakurahouse.jp/rpglatte

* His Twitter: @RpgLatte { return productsData.map(p => this.firebase.object('/Product/' + p.payload.key)) }) ) and tried this list with.sort() with descending order and ascending order. This works well and it show the product
with id 10 FIRST then id 10 desc = product with id 9. But the problem is that both products have the same ID (10) so how can I sort them by the ID and if I choose a descending order then I get the id 10 first rather than 9. There
is a way to sort them by ID ascending, and then descending in orderBy? Thanks in advance. A: In the end, I am using a map and a group by to get the informations I need this.allProduct.snapshotChanges().pipe(map(
productsData => { const items = productsData.map(p => p.payload.val()) 

System Requirements:

RAM: 4GB Processor: Intel i5-4670 or AMD equivalent Graphics: NVIDIA GTX660 2GB or equivalent Network: Broadband Internet connection Storage: 13GB available space Sound Card: DirectX 9.0c compatible sound card
Recommended OS: Windows XP/Vista/Windows 7/8/10 This game is officially available on Steam. Chapter 1: The Triangulation For countless years, humanity has struggled with the night that shapes them. Darkness without light
is a nightmare,
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